ABSTRACT We propose a novel frame rate up-conversion algorithm, which adaptively selects multiple motion estimation (ME) schemes to generate absent frames according to the space-time saliency. We first use a space-time saliency classifier to determine which frames are most important to a human observer. Based on the varying saliency over time, we adopt high-cost ME scheme on high-salient frame but low-cost ME scheme on low-salient frame. Automatic switch of multiple ME schemes takes human visual attention into consideration, so that unnecessary computations cannot be invested into the frames of no interest. Experimental results show that our algorithm provides a better visual interpolation quality, while removing some redundant computations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Frame Rate Up-Conversion (FRUC) refers to a technique that interpolates some new frames between two adjacent original frames [1] . For the sake of better visual quality and/or fewer transmitted data, it has been commonly used to increase the video frame rate in the smart surveillance system with Internet-of-Things (IoT) environment [2] . Virtual reality applications also often need to control frame rate by using FRUC [3] . In addition, FRUC has been widely applied to slow-motion replay, mitigation of motion blur in Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and so on [4] , [5] .
Traditionally the simplest methods of FRUC are frame replication and frame averaging. For a motionless scene, the interpolated results by them are acceptable, however, for a video containing dynamic scenes, ''jerkiness'' of motion portrayal and blurring of object boundaries would occur in the interpolated results by the two methods [6] . By predicting motion trajectories in video, Motion-Compensated FRUC (MC-FRUC) can improve motion continuity and significantly reduce the motion blur effect in related areas [7] . A common MC-FRUC consists of four steps: Motion Estimation (ME) [8] , [9] , Motion Vector Smoothing (MVS) [10] , [11] , Motion Vector Mapping (MVM) [12] , [13] , and Motion-Compensated Interpolation (MCI) [14] , [15] . Lots of studies focus on the above four steps to improve the performance of MC-FRUC. They are discussed in detail as below.
(1) ME. It is a process of calculating the Motion Vector Field (MVF) between two adjacent original frames. The core of various ME algorithms is Block Matching Algorithm (BMA) [8] which has intuitive architecture and low complexity. ME in MC-FRUC aims at tracking the true Motion Vector (MV) of object instead of only reducing the temporal redundancy. Some predictive-search algorithms were proposed to impose implicit smoothness constraint in ME process, among which the typical ones are 2-D/3-D Recursive Search (2D/3DRS) [9] . These predictive-search techniques generally have a fast execution speed but limited ability to recover true MVs. Recently, Dikbas and Altunbasak [16] and Choi et al. [17] used Bayesian MAP (Maximum a Posteriori) estimator to improve MV precision, however, with a high computational complexity. To reduce the computational complexity, Pan et al. [18] proposed a fast ME method based on the best motion vector selection correlation among prediction modes of different sizes. Considering the special requirement of multi-view video coding on a low-complex ME scheme, Pan et al. [19] proposed two block matching strategies to accelerate ME implementation.
(2) MVS. It is a process of correcting MV outliers in MVF output by ME. MVS is designed to explicitly enforce smoothness constraint by some operators, e.g., median filtering [10] . For a lack of priori knowledge, median filtering usually fails to do that. By modelling some priori conditions, weighted median filtering [11] and trilateral filtering [20] have been improved in their performance at the cost of increasing computations.
(3) MVM. It is a process of mapping MVs in adjacent original frames into MVF of intermediate frame. MVM is very important for improving the visual quality of interpolated frame. Many existing works are done to explore its potentials. At present, MVM can be one of the three types: traditional, forward and bilateral strategies. Traditional MVM maps a block MV in existing frames to a block at the same position in the intermediate frames. Forward MVM [12] maps through the direction of an MV to the block where it is pointed. Little temporal mismatch occurs when performing forward MVM, but in this case, some pixels may be pointed out by many MVs or no MV at all, thus introducing overlaps or holes, which need to be handled by some post-processing algorithms [21] , [22] . Bilateral MVM [13] performs BMA on intermediate frames according to the assumption of temporal symmetry. Though it is free from overlaps and holes, it usually fails to estimate the true MVs in flat regions, so some special MVS [23] , [24] should be employed again to correct MV outliers.
(4) MCI. It is a process of making an interpolated frame with MVF obtained from MVM. Block-based interpolation results in block artifacts because a block contains multiple objects with different motions. It is popular to reduce block artifacts by using Overlapped Block Motion Compensation (OBMC) [14] . However, that may degrade the quality of the interpolated frame due to over-smoothing of edges. To preserve edge details of objects, many highcomplexity techniques emerge, e.g., Adaptive OBMC [15] , Auto-Regressive (AR) interpolation [25] , [26] . Recently, some rendering techniques, e.g., texture optimization [27] , have been added to MCI. They can improve the visual quality of interpolated frame significantly, but introduce a high computational complexity.
The above-mentioned research results on ME, MVS, MVM and MCI can be combined flexibly with the MC-FRUC schemes with different prediction accuracies. Generally, the high precision of MC-FRUC scheme depends on the abundant computing resource. For some scenes with low temporal redundancy, a low-cost MC-FRUC scheme is enough to guarantee a satisfying visual quality. However, we should employ a high-cost MC-FRUC scheme to accurately recover the rapidly changing scene. In fact, the scene in a video sequence could change slowly or rapidly over time. To strike a balance between computations and interpolation quality, it is necessary to switch between different MC-FRUC schemes according to the scene changes. Motivated by the abovementioned discovery, we present a multi-scheme FRUC system to up-convert the video sequence in this paper.
Space-time saliency is used as the criterion for switching MC-FRUC schemes with different accuracies. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm generates a pleasant up-converted video, and meanwhile, it saves many computations compared with the high-cost MC-FRUC scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews preliminary techniques, which are related to the proposed algorithm, and besides we discuss the motivation of our work. Section III describes the proposed multi-scheme FRUC algorithm in detail. Section IV presents experimental results. Finally, Section V concludes this work.
II. RELATED WORK
Many researchers have spared no efforts to improve the performance of MC-FRUC. They found that a high investment of computations promotes a high interpolation quality, and vice versa, e.g., 2DRS uses spatial motion continuity to save many computations; however, by adding temporal predictive search, 3DRS achieves higher objective and subjective quality when compared with 2DRS. This phenomenon is intensified in the state-of-art multi-hypothesis FRUC algorithms [27] - [29] , in which the significant improvement of interpolation quality profits from Multi-Hypotheses ME (MHME). Based on the experience that different block sizes represent motions with different complexities, MHME produces a group of MVFs of different block sizes. According to the reliability of each MVF hypothesis, the interpolated frame is fused in a Bayesian MAP framework. The accuracy of MHME is controlled by the number of motion hypotheses. As shown in Fig. 1 , the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) increases in hypotheses number. More hypotheses means more computing time, thus the investment of computations determines the performance of MHME. It can be observed from Fig. 1 that PSNR increases nonlinearly, and PSNR improvement is negligible when the number of hypotheses is greater than 4, which indicates that endless investment of computations is not wise. To avoid a waste of resources, we should keep the computational complexity at a level which is just enough to ensure a comfortable visual quality. Human observers typically focus their visual attention on the video frames that appear interesting. Saliency detection [30] is used to measure the importance with respect to Human Visual System (HVS). It is well known that the quality improvement of salient regions caters more to human perception. Jacobson et al. [31] and Jacobson and Nguyen [32] use saliency detection to determine which regions in a video frame are the most important to human observers, and cost lots of computing resources to refine MVs in these regions. The success of these saliency-aware FRUC schemes proves that keeping computational complexity manageable is an efficient way to improve the visual quality of interpolated frame. However, human observers require very little spatial attention when video plays, and they focus more visual attention on several key moments. Zhou et al. [33] use the saliency varying over time to achieve the conversion from high frame rate to low frame rate. From [33] , we can see that the downconverted video is pleasing and informative when retaining as many salient frames as possible. The result shows that HVS likes rich temporal details. If we select expensive FRUC scheme to interpolate salient frames, the visual quality of up-converted video can be promoted.
Judging from the above related studies, we suggest that the interpolation quality should be adapted to visual saliency over time. Based on the saliency score of each video frame, visual quality of different levels can be achieved by managing the computational complexity. In an example shown in Fig. 2 , 2DRS, 3DRS and MHME have similar visual results for the Foreman 46-th frame with low saliency (the saliency score is 0.1164); the interpolated frame by 3DRS is visually close to that by MHME for the Foreman 78-th frame with moderate saliency (the saliency score is 0.5568), but 2DRS generates obvious blurs on face region compared with 3DRS and MHME; for the Foreman 98-th frame with high saliency (the saliency score is 0.9291), 2DRS and 3DRS get bad interpolated results while MHME significantly improves its visual quality. This example indicates that, by using the visual redundancy of HVS, a low-cost FRUC scheme is enough to guarantee better visual quality for low-salient frames, and an expensive FRUC scheme should be adopted for high-salient frames. Therefore, more computations should be allocated to high-salient frames and fewer to low-salient frames. The single-scheme FRUC allocates computing resources equally to all video frames, leading to either redundancy or insufficiency of computations for frames. By virtue of non-uniform allocation of computations based on the saliency information, not only can the proposed multi-scheme FRUC remove the redundant computations, but also it can provide better visual interpolation quality. Fig. 3 shows the overall structure of the proposed algorithm. First, we detect the saliency of each original frame in space-time domain. With saliency maps of original frames, the saliency score c t+ t of the interpolated frame F t+ t is predicted to reveal its importance to viewers' attention. Then, the saliency score c t+ t controls a switch to select the best one among the three ME schemes, namely, 2DRS, 3DRS and MHME. According to the adjacent original frames F t and F t+1 , we use the selected ME scheme to generate the MVF V t+ t of F t+ t . Finally, OBMC is performed to produce the interpolated frame F t+ t . Details of the core parts, space-time saliency detection and ME-scheme switch, are discussed in the following subsections. 
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. SPACE-TIME SALIENCY
The key to the multi-scheme FRUC is the ability to identify frames that are more informative. Lots of techniques [34] - [36] on visual saliency detection can be used to predict which frames in video sequences are interesting. These popular saliency detection models of video are based on the human reaction to external stimuli. Various feature contrasts, e.g., bright color, distinctive shape and unusual motion, are combined to measure the saliency of each frame. Extraction of multiple features costs many computations, adding to the computing burden of our algorithm. As one of the state-of-the-art spatial saliency methods, Luminance Contrast (LC) model [34] has a few computations. To detect the motion information, we extend LC model into space-time domain. The algorithm is still designed with a low computational complexity. The saliency map of each frame is built upon the luminance contrast between current pixel and its space-time neighbors. The saliency value S t (i, j) of the pixel position (i, j) in the t-th frame F t is defined as,
where F t (i, j) represents the luminance value at (i, j) in F t , R is the radius of spatial neighborhood, and L is the radius of temporal neighborhood. If t + l is beyond boundary along time axis, we limit t + l to the boundary. Fig. 4 shows the saliency maps for Stefan and Mobile sequences obtained by using our detection model. The maps show that the regions predicted to have high saliency, e.g., sportsman and train, are indeed those that are visually salient to a human observer. We define the frame saliency curve c as the variation of frame importance over frame number. The importance c t of F t is computed as follows,
where M ×N is the spatial resolution of video frame. We normalize c to be between 0 and 1, i.e.,
where min{c} is the minimum value in c, and max{c} is the maximum value in c. The parameters R and L can affect the performance of our detection model. Fig. 5 shows the saliency curves for Mobile sequence when R and L are set to be different values respectively. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , when R is constant and L is set between 1 and 5, the saliency curve has a small change, which indicates that we can set a small L while maintaining similar result. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , when L is constant and R is set between 1 and 10, the saliency curve only changes slightly. To get a robust result, we can set a moderate R. Therefore, R and L are set to be 5 and 2 respectively in our algorithm.
B. ME-SCHEME SWITCH
Adapting by the saliency curve c, we select one scheme from 2DRS, 3DRS and MHME to estimate the MVF of each frame. We first describe the implementation details of 2DRS, 3DRS and MHME as follows:
(1) 2DRS. It is a prediction-based ME scheme. When using BMA, the size of object is generally bigger than block size, so there is MV continuity between spatially neighboring blocks. Based on that, the MVs of spatially neighbors can be regarded as candidate MVs of to-be-interpolated block. The candidate MVs used in 2DRS make up the following MV set:
where V t+ t is the MVF of the interpolated frame, and (b i , b j ) is the position of current block in block-based MVF. R 1 and R 2 are randomly selected from the following set:
R 1 and R 2 are updated once (b i , b j ) updates, and they are used to reduce the deviation between current MV and its spatial candidates. BMA are performed on CS 1 to estimate MV of current block as follows,
where B i,j is the position set of pixels in current block at (b i , b j ). 2DRS has a low computational complexity while providing a good interpolation quality.
(2) 3DRS. Based on 2DRS, 3DRS adds temporal predictors into MV candidates. The time interval between adjacent frames is so short that MV continuity is strong along time axis. The MVF V t,t−1 from F t to F t−1 is first computed by performing the Full Search (FS). Along the forward motion trajectory, the MVF V t from F t to F t+ t is (1-t)V t,t−1 . Many MVs in V t are similar to the ones in the MVF V t+ t of the interpolated frame F t+ t . The candidate MV set in 3DRS is constructed as follows,
Finally BMA are performed on CS 2 to obtain V t+ t , i.e.,
Due to adding temporal predictive search, 3DRS achieves higher objective and subjective quality than 2DRS.
(3) MHME. Instead of seeking for a single uniquely optimal MVF, the MHME scheme searches a group of optimal MVFs by using different block sizes. A large block size helps to reduce the motion ambiguity, but is likely to introduce motion inaccuracy. However, a small block size for block matching is likely to introduce motion ambiguity, but helps to improve the accuracy of motion. Therefore, by fusing MVFs with different block sizes, the final MVF can strike a better balance between motion ambiguity and motion accuracy. Suppose block size has P values, there are P MVF hypotheses {V t+ t,p } p=1,...,P of the interpolated frame. Each MVF hypothesis is computed by BMA with FS. MHME first uses OBMC to produce the interpolated frame F p corresponding to MVF hypothesis V t+ t,p , and then perform a Bayesian model to fuse P candidates {F p } p=1,...,P of the interpolated frame into the final interpolated frame F t+ t as follows:
Pr F t , F t+1 , V t+ t,p |F t+ t · Pr (F t+ t ) .
(9) VOLUME 6, 2018 where Pr(F t , F t+1 , V t+ t,p |F t+ t ) formulates the temporal relationship of adjacent frames, and Pr(F t+ t ) is a priori probability which is modeled by Huber-Markov random field. The above two probability density functions are formulated as follows:
where σ t+ t (i, j) 2 is the variance of the random disturbance noise on the motion trajectory that passes through the pixel (i, j) of F t+ t and is determined by V t+ t,p . is the set of all pixel positions in a frame;
where Z is normalization constant, λ is temperature parameter, c is a clique, C is the set of all cliques in a frame, d c is a column vector defined to extract the variation of pixel values in the clique c, and ρ(·) is the Huber function. By designing a numerical method, the model (8) can be solved. The optimal solution fuses the interpolated results under MVFs with different block sizes, and improve effectively interpolation quality. However, the numerical method involves many iterations, so lots of computations can be introduced. Suppose the three functions of 2DRS, 3DRS and MHME as follows,
where V t+ t is the MVF of F t+ t . Assume that the saliency score varies smoothly on the time axis, we interpolate linearly the saliency score c t+ t of F t+ t as follows,
where c t and c t+1 are saliency scores of F t and F t+1 , respectively. By setting two thresholds T 1 and T 2 , we control a switch to select one from the three ME schemes to compute V t+ t as follows,
With this ME-scheme switch, 2DRS and 3DRS are chosen to interpolate the frames with low and moderate saliency scores, and MHME is selected to interpolate high-saliency frames. According to these MVFs, of which the accuracies adapt to saliency scores, OBMC is implemented to generate the final up-converted video. T 1 and T 2 determine whether the saliency of video frame is at a low, medium or high level, and they can affect the visual quality of up-converted video. For video sequences with different motion complexity levels, we can achieve better performance by setting proper T 1 and T 2 , which will be discussed in Section IV-A.
C. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The proposed multi-scheme FRUC algorithm consists of five parts: saliency detection, 2DRS, 3DRS, MHME and OBMC. We start with analyzing the computational cost of each part, and then get the total computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. The computational complexity is measured by the floating-point operation times. Table 1 presents the computational complexity of each part in the proposed algorithm. Suppose the length of video sequence is K , the spatial resolution is M × N , and the block size is B × B. Saliency detection computes the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) between each pixel and its neighbors in (2R + 1) × (2R + 1) × (2L + 1) cube, and thus the computation of saliency detection is
2DRS has four search points predicted by spatial neighbors for a block, and the SAD between two blocks is computed at each search point. The computation complexity of SAD is 3B 2 , so the operations of 2DRS are
To provide the temporal search points, 3DRS requires an FS to compute the MVF from F t to F t−1 . FS requires W 2 SAD operations for each block, in which W × W denotes the size of search windows in FS. 3DRS has six search points (four spatial candidates, and two temporal candidates) for each block, thus the floating-point operation times of 3DRS are
MHME requires P MVF hypotheses, and each MVF hypothesis is computed by BMA with FS, so the computational complexity of MHME is
OBMC computes the average of two overlapped blocks of 2B × 2B in size to interpolate the absent block, and thus the computations of OBMC are O 5 = 8MNK . Suppose C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are the number of the interpolated frames by 2DRS, 3DRS and MHME, respectively. The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed multi-scheme FRUC algorithm is evaluated by testing it on different video sequences and comparing the results with those obtained by single-scheme FRUC algorithms, i.e., 2DRS, 3DRS [9] and MHME [28] . We also compare the proposed method with the recent state-of-arts FRUC algorithms [6] , [17] , [20] . All test sequences used for experiments are in the standard CIF (352 × 288) formats and 30 frame/s, and they are classified into three test sets as shown in Table 2 . Video sequences in Classes 1, 2 and 3 respectively contain simple, moderate and complex motions. To evaluate the quality of the interpolated frames from subjective and objective perspectives, we remove the first 50 even frames of each test sequence, and then use various FRUC methods to reconstruct these even frames from the first 51 odd frames. The objective evaluation is done by using the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [37] and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [38] , [39] between the interpolated frame and the original frame, and the subjective visual quality of up-converted videos is evaluated by Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test [40] . All experiments are conducted on a Windows machine with an Intel Core i7 3.40 GHz CPU and a memory of 8 GB. All FRUC algorithms are implemented in MATLAB.
A. THRESHOLD SETTING
The thresholds determinate how many frames in a video sequences are interpolated by 2DRS, 3DRS and MHME, respectively. Table 3 presents the recommended T 1 and T 2 values for different ratios in ME-scheme switch. For example, when T 1 and T 2 are set to be 0.1 and 0.9, the ratio is 1:8:1, which denotes that the number of interpolated frames by 2DRS, 3DRS and MHME respectively account for 10%, 80% and 10% of total frame. The ratio is set in advance, and cannot vary for any video sequence. Table 4 shows the objective results of the proposed algorithm under different ratios. For Class 1, when more frames are interpolated by MHME, the PSNR and SSIM values fall by about 0.2 dB and 0.0046 respectively, and thus we should use the lost-cost ME scheme to interpolate more frames. For Class 2, the average time increases with the number of frames interpolated by MHME, but the PSNR and SSIM values improve a little, which makes it undesirable to introduce excessive computations of MHME. For Class 3, there are obvious PSNR and SSIM gains when increasing the ratio of frames interpolated by MHME, therefore we can perform MHME schemes more times here. Various indexes considered, we suggest the best ratios be respectively 1:8:1, 1:7:2 and 1:5:4 for Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3. Table 5 exhibits the performance of FRUC with PSNR and SSIM evaluations. For Class 1, the proposed method achieves an average improvement of PSNR and SSIM by 0.9 dB and 0.0095 respectively when compared to 2DRS. Our method has similar PSNR and SSIM values to 3DRS; however, MHME obtains the average PSNR and SSIM gains of 0.81 dB and 0.0129. It can be seen from Table 6 that our method costs only 8.27 s to interpolate a CIF frame on average, which is far less than MHME. For Class 2, our method performs almost the same as MHME, but outperforms 2DRS and 3DRS. From Table 6 , the average execution time of our method is only about 29% of that of MHME, though slightly longer than that of 3DRS. For Class 3, our method obtains significant PSNR and SSIM gains when compared to 2DRS and 3DRS, and a little degradation compared to MHME. We can observe from Table 6 that the average time of our method is still less than that of MHME. We can conclude from the above analysis results that our algorithm adaptively adjusts computational complexity to maintain a better interpolation quality according to motion complexity level. Fig. 6 shows PSNRs of individual interpolated frames on the Foreman, Football, Mobile and Bus sequences when comparing the proposed method with ones of the state-of-arts recent FRUC algorithms [6] , [17] , [20] . It can be seen that the proposed Objective results of the proposed method using different ratios in ME-scheme switch. method outperforms [6] , [17] , and [20] in most cases, and the performance improvement of the proposed method is very obvious for Mobile and Bus sequences. These experimental results indicate that our method can provide better objective quality.
B. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION
C. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION
To evaluate the subjective visual quality of up-converted videos, we perform Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test, which is widely applied to the numerical indication of perceived quality [39] . The range of MOS is from 1 to 5, where 1 and 5 respectively denote the lowest and highest qualities. The test is done by showing the interpolation results of the proposed method, [6] , [17] , and [20] to fifteen evaluators in a random order. We invite researchers in the field of video processing to be evaluators. Table 7 presents MOSs of different FRUC algorithms. We can see that the proposed method achieves higher MOS values than [6] , [17] , and [20] , which indicates that our method cannot lower the visual qualities of up-converted videos by removing redundant computations with respect to HVS. Fig. 7 shows the visual results on some interpolated frames of Foreman, Football, Mobile and Bus sequences using various FRUC methods. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , there are severe blurs in region of face for the frames interpolated by [6] , [17] , and [20] , and our method provides an unambiguous face. For Football sequence, Fig. 7(b) shows that our method can effectively reduce motion blurs when compared with other algorithms. As shown in Fig. 7(c) , the FRUC algorithms proposed by [6] , [17] , and [20] cannot recover the clear numbers on calendar, but our method can. Fig. 7(d) shows a bus with transitional motion. We can observe that our method provides a pleasant result for the textures around the statuary and barrier, which cannot be achieved by [6] , [17] , and [20] . Judging from the subjective results, the proposed algorithm can still provide a better visual interpolation quality despite the elimination of redundant computations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an MC-FRUC algorithm based on spacetime saliency. According to the varying saliency over time, the proposed algorithm adaptively selects a suitable ME scheme to interpolate the absent frame. Based on the spatial LC model, we propose a space-time LC model to provide accurate saliency information. In accordance with threshold decision for saliency score, the low-cost 2DRS is used to interpolate the low-salient frames, the modest 3DRS is used to interpolate the moderate-salient frames, and the expensive MHME is used to interpolate the high-salient frames. The automatic selection of the frames of interest as perceived by HVS insures that the above three ME schemes can provide a pleasant interpolation result. Experimental results indicate that our algorithm adaptively adjusts computational complexity to maintain a better objective quality according to motion complexity level, and provides a better subjective quality when compared with the state-of-art recent FRUC algorithms. The proposed method determines the threshold parameter through manual configuration, and however the nonstationary statics of video sequence results in the rapid varying of video sequence. The limitation of setting thresholds manually will suppress the wide application of our method. Therefore, an adaptive threshold setting is required to be studied in the future. A possible solution may be some ideas similar to clustering in the machine learning. 
